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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this note is to determine an exponential bound for the 
growth of the norm of the derivative u’(t) of the strong solution of the 
inhomogeneous abstract wave equation 
U”(t) = (A2 + B) u(t) +f(t), --Go<t<cc (1) 
in a Banach space. In case A is a skew-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space and 
the domain of B contains the domain of A, our result includes a simple 
sufficient condition for the energy norm of the solution to remain bounded in 
time. 
2. THE THEOREM 
Let X be a Banach space with norm // . j/ . I d enotes the identity operator on 
X. Let A (with domain D(A)) be the infinitesimal generator of a (C,) group 
T = {T(t); t E R = (- co, co)} of bounded linear operators on X. (Our 
notation and terminology are standard and follow Hille-Phillips [4].) T is 
said to be of type <W (where w > 0) if 
styg eAwltl I/ T(t)11 < 00. 
Every (C,) group is of type < w for some w > 0 (cf., Refs. [3, p. lo] and 
[4, p. 3061). 
Let B be a closed linear operator on X satisfying D(B) 3 D(A). Let 
f : R --+ X be strongly continuous. By a strong solution of (1) is meant a 
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twice strongly continuously differentiable function u : R --f X such that 
u(R) C D(A2), u’(R) C D(A), and (1) holds. Strong solutions of (1) exist if 
either f is strongly continuously differentiable or f(R) C D(A) and Af is 
strongly continuous; a strong solution is uniquely determined by its initial 
data u(0) E D(A2), u’(0) E D(A), and each such pair of data determines a 
strong solution (see Ref. [3, Section II.81 for proofs.) 
THEOREM. Let A generate a (C’s) group T of type < w on a Banach space X. 
and suppose that 0 is in the resolvent set of A. Let B be a closed operator on X 
such that D(B) r> D(A). Letf : R + X be strongly continuous and let u : R + X 
be a strong solution of (1). Let y  E R be such that 
Then 
=ll e-it’ llf (t)ll < a, w:~p e-Yltl I/ Au(t)11 < co. (2) 
sup e--(vfsw)ltl II u’(t)]/ < co. 
tER (3) 
COROLLARY. Let A be a skew&joint operator on a Hilbert space X having 0 
in its resolvent set. Let B be a closed operator on X with D(B) 3 D(A). Let 
f  : R + X be strongly continuous and let u : R -+ X be a strong solution of (1). 
Let y  E R be such that (2) holds. Then 
sup eYlti II u’(t)]\ < a~ 
ER 
By Stone’s theorem [3, p. 22; 4, p. 5981, A generates a (C,) unitary group T 
on X, thus T is of type GO. The Corollary therefore follows immediately 
from the Theorem. Of special interest is the case when y = 0. Then the 
energy norm associated with the solution at time t is (11 Au(t)l12 + // u’(t)/12)1/2; 
the conclusion of the Corollary (when y = 0) implies that the energy norm 
of the solution remains bounded independent of t E R. 
The Corollary affirmatively settles a question posed by Samuel Zaidman 
[personal communication]. We are indebted to Professor Zaidman for pointing 
out that the above result is intimately related to a classical result from the 
theories of ordinary differential equations and almost periodic functions 
known as Esclangon’s lemma (cf. Ref. [5, p. 3861). 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
First note that 
sup e-Yltl 11 u(t)]/ < 00 
#ER 
(4 
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by (2) and since A-l exists as a bounded operator. We note that the assump- 
tion that 0 is in the resolvent set of A can be removed if instead we assume (4). 
The closed graph theorem implies the existence of a constant K such that 
for all x E D(A). It follows from this estimate, (2), and (4) that 
sup eeYltl 11 B~(t)j( < co. 
ER 
(5) 
Let C, = A - al, (Y > y + w. Then C, generates the (C’,) group 
T, = {T,(t) = ecatT(t); t E R). 
Cm2 = A2 - 2aA + 01~1 
and 
; {T$) (u’(t) - C,u(t)} = T,(t) (u”(t) + C,u’(t) - C,u’(t) - C,2@)> 
= T (t) {h(t) +f(t) + 2aAu(t) - a%(t)}; (6) 
here we have used the facts that (1) holds, C, is a closed operator, 
u’(R) C D(C,) = D(A), and -$ T,(t) x = C,T,(t) x = T,(t) C,x 
for x E D(A) and t E R. Now integrate (6) from t = T to t = u, where 
0 < 7 < CJ < co. Note that for t > 0, 
(1 T,(t)[j = ecat (1 T(t)\\ < Me-(a-u)t (7) 
for some constant M independent of t. It follows that the right side of (6), 
which by (2), (4), (S), and (7) is b ounded by a constant times e-(or--w)t eYt, is 
absolutely integrable on (0, CO) since 01 > y + w. Therefore 
$2 e+T(u) {U’(U) - AU(U) + W(U)> 
exists. But since limo+m e+T(o) (- Au(a) + @U(U)} exists and equals zero 
by (2), (4), and (7), it follows that 
i+i embuT d(u) 
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exists. Since this limit exists for each value of 01 greater than y  + w, the 
limit is necessarily zero. Hence (for a fixed value of 01 > y  + w), we have 
- e-aTT(T) {U’(T) - AU(T) + W(T)} 
== j” e+T(t) {Bu(t) + f (t) + 2aAu(t) - a2u(t)} dt, 
+ 
whence 
e-a7T(T) u’(7) = e-“‘T(7) {AU(T) - W(T)} 
s 
(8) 
- m e*$T(t) {Bu(t) +f(t) + 2aAu(t) - a2u(t)> dt. 
7 
The norm of each term of the right side of (8) is bounded by a constant times 
exp{- (a - (y + w)) T}. It follows that 
Thus 
e-*’ 11 u’(T)II & const jj T(- T)II e-+ I/ T(T) u’(T)/~ 
< COnSt x eXp{- (a - (y + 2~0)) T}. 
sg$ e-(y+2w)t 11 u’(t)/1 < co. 
The proof that 
sup e(v+2w)t I/ u’(t)11 < co 
t<o 
is exactly analogous. Therefore (3) holds and the proof is complete. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
Let &! be a bounded open connected set in Rn with a smooth boundary. 
(We could also let Q be unbounded and satisfy Browder’s conditions [l, 
p. 281; cf., also Ref. [2, p. 341.) Let 
s = i u&x) 
i,j=l 
&+i: w~+cw 
P 3 j=l 3 
be a uniformly elliptic operator on Q. (Also, S should be regularly elliptic 
[l, p. 441 if Q is unbounded.) We regard S as having homogeneous Dirichlet 
boundary conditions so that as an operator on X = L2(Q), the domain of 5’ is 
IT, n ISlO (cf. Ref. [2, p. 331). Th e aij are uniformly continuous on a neigh- 
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borhood of a, and the bj and c are bounded and measurable. Let u be a 
strong solution of 
u,,(t) = S@) + f(t), t ER, 
where f : R +L2(Q) is strongly continuous. It is not difficult to see that the 
above corollary implies that if 
aup, x) 2 
i?Xj 
+ lf(t, x)i dx < ~0, 
i 
then 
SUP s I ut(t, x)1” dx < co. tER R 
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